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WHAT A
CHALLENGING
YEAR!
Partnership – Responsibility
Resilience – Innovation

stimulate the restart of the businesses. In total,
€1 billion was made available throughout SGEF
network.

2020 was an unprecedent year that we will
remember for a long time to come. The pandemic
crisis has abruptly impacted our lives both in
our personal and business spheres. Societe
Generale Equipment Finance (SGEF) has shown
resilience, agility and determination to maintain
its activity throughout the year without any day of
interruption, despite lockdowns, full remote work
and stress conditions.

Moving forward out of the crisis.
We have been able to keep the same level of
service everywhere, whatever the situation in each
country. Our day-to-day focus has been dealing
with deferral requests, managing governmental
support plans, adapting to compulsory
moratoriums, adjusting to cash management
strategies, overcoming delivery issues and
developing innovative financing solutions. One
of our main transversal initiatives to support our
clients and partners’ investment plans was the
launch of the #StrongerTogether programme. The
objective was to offer flexible financing to help
convert frozen pipelines into funded deals and

Environmental responsibility
The COVID-19 crisis, which is first a public health
crisis, has raised awareness around environmental
responsibility. We anticipate an appetite for green
assets in the coming years that we are looking
forward to. To support our clients and partners’
energy transition investments, SGEF has put
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) at the heart
of its strategy. Over the next 5 years, we intend to
focus on a growing share of our finance portfolio
on sustainable business in Green and Social
segments: Energy efficiency,
Electrification, low-emission
transport solutions,
Healthcare and
Education. Circular
Economy will be an
integrated business
concept in our assetlife-cycle management
approach to ensure
that resources are used
and reused in an

ODILE DE SAIVRE
Deputy Chief
Ex e c u t i v e O f f i c e r
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* Including ALD

SGEF VISION
"Being leading provider of innovative and flexible solutions to finance
and manage equipment, a digital and customer-centric organization
committed to deliver an excellent experience, a great place to work,
driven by simplicity, agility and sustainability"

ecological and environmental positive way. We are
committed to build together with our clients and
partners a sustainable future through meaningful
and innovative finance solutions.

Geography coverage & partnership
The crisis also emphasized the importance of
having a wide geography coverage and consistency

In October 2020, we announced the sale of our
subsidiary in Scandinavia, while building at
the same time a commercial partnership with
Nordea in which international vendor programs,
existing and future, are executed in a seamless
manner. Leveraging on this partnership and
sectors knowledge, we are looking forward to
offering premium services throughout all SGEF and
partners’ network.

SGEF, A Solution Provider beyond
Equipment Finance.
across geographies, while
addressing the local
markets specificities. A
transversal approach was
essential this year, notably
for our international
vendors, who expected to
manage all their assets
simultaneously and
consistently.

The global economy is uncertain, and we will face
many challenges in 2021. But we are optimistic.
Our leadership position, recently reaffirmed by
Leasing Life (“Editor’s award 2020” - Nov 2020)
and Asset Finance International (#1 in the Asset
Finance Europe 50* ranking - December), reinforce
us in our conviction: being a sustainable solution
provider beyond equipment finance serving the real
economy. In line with our Vision, we look forward to
supporting sustainable growth for our vendors and
clients all over the world in 2021, building reliable
and trustful relationships and partnerships.

JOCHEN JEHMLICH
Chief
Ex e c u t i v e O f f i c e r
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OUR VISION
For our customers, partners and staff, we want to be:
A leading provider of innovative and
flexible solutions to finance and
manage equipment.

6 CONVICTIONS UNDERPIN
THE SGEF VISION

#ADDING VALUE
#CUSTOMER CENTRICITY

A digital and customer-centric
organization committed to
deliver an excellent experience to
vendors partners and clients across
countries.
A great place to work driven by
simplicity, agility and sustainability.
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# G R E AT P L A C E T O W O R K
#REAL ECONOMY DRIVER
# A G I L E & D I G I TA L
# D ATA I N T E L L I G E N C E
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

_8
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Jochen JEHMLICH

Odile de SAIVRE

Sydney ABBOTT

Mohcine BUSTA

Julien DEVAUX

CEO of SGEF
Head of GEFA Bank

Deputy CEO of SGEF

Head of Human
Resources

General Secretary

Chief Operating Officer

Florence
ROUSSEL-POLLET

Jarmila SPUROVA

Martin DORNSEIFFER

Karine DILIGENT

Head of Central &

Chief Financial Officer

Louise de l'ESTANG
DU RUSQUEC

Pascale GILODI

Chief Commercial
Officer

Head of Western Europe
(UK, Spain, Italy vendor,
Benelux, France vendor)

Chief of Staff

Transverse Initiatives

Danny LAM

Carlo MESCIERI

Julien OCHONISKY

Astrid SCALBERT

Head of the Americas
(US and Brazil)

Head of Societe Generale
Leasing Italy and FRAER
Leasing (Italy non vendor)

Managing Director
Franfinance

Stéphane
VENDRAMINI

Eastern Europe (Austria,
Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Switzerland)

Anne MASCLEALLEMAND
Head of Credit Risk

Head of Communication

Head of Strategic &

Head of Legal
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AT THE HEART
OF THE REAL ECONOMY
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Industrial
Equipment

Healthcare
& Green Energy

SGEF is an experienced and
innovative partner that can
finance the entire range of
industrial equipment needed by
customers looking to increase
their productivity by acquiring
new equipment or vendors looking
to boost sales. This includes
machinery, construction,
eco-friendly & handling equipment,
and agricultural machinery.

SGEF has been continuing to develop
its expertise in Medical Equipment
(Dental, Laboratory, Surgical,
Diagnostic, Fitness). Together with
vendor partners, SGEF is also taking
responsibility in creating new
financial solutions to support Green
energy and Smart City development,
such as lighting as a service or
dedicated finance programs to
reduce CO2 emissions.

Technology

Transportation

With more than 30 years of
experience in this sector, SGEF is a
natural entry point for manufacturers
looking for support to finance their
sales. This includes hardware,
IT solutions and software, cloud
solutions and office equipment
(copiers and printers).

SGEF is a global leader in financing
transportation assets giving us
unparalleled sector and asset-based
expertise in trucks, commercial
vehicles and aviation.
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SUSTAINABLE & POSITIVE
TRANSFORMATION
Taking responsibility, together with our partners
and customers, to support sustainable business
and energy transition
Beyond the importance we all see in the development of Corporate & Social Responsibility activities
for the benefit of our planet and society, SGEF's commitment in this field is largely driven by its
interaction with clients and partners. To support energy transition investments in 2020, we have
implemented within SGEF an ambitious CSR strategy focused on 3 pillars: Electrification, Photovoltaic
and Energy efficiency.
#Electrification & low-emission
transportation solutions

#Energy Efficiency
& Circular Economy

In response to the shift towards electric and
the need of the companies to be equipped
in their premises, SGEF has signed in 2020 a
trading agreement with Total to offer leasing
solutions for electric vehicle charging stations
acquisition including hardware, real-time cloud
services and maintenance. More widely, in
many countries SGEF has been supporting lowemission transportation solutions by financing
electric forklifts, LNG trucks, e-buses, public
transport…

A new service - “light as a service” – has been
developed thanks to a partnership with a major
international lighting actor. The objective:
to offer tailored leasing solutions to support
clients’ energy saving investment notably in
LED technology. Beyond energy efficiency,
leveraging on its international network, SGEF
has implemented with partners new models
such as the Circular Economy to ensure that
a sustainable life cycle of investments is
guaranteed and that used resources (parts and
components of old assets) are reinvested in new
production processes.

#Photovoltaic
To support customers expressing the need to
sustainably reduce their energy consumption in
their production facilities and to improve their
own CO2 footprint all over the world, SGEF has
been financing thousands of solar panels and
coordinating with main energy operators to
provide structured financing solutions for highvolume projects.
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"The ambitious
CSR roadmap we
had set at the end
of 2019 across
SGEF network has
proven extremely
inspiring and
federating."

In 2021, SGEF will accelerate its CSR approach
by developing additional concrete and
tangible initiatives across its 4 industry sectors:
Technology, Industrial Equipment, Healthcare &
Green Energy and Transport.
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AGILE
& D I G I TA L
O N E S G E F P L A T F O R M
T O E N H A N C E C L I E N T
E X P E R I E N C E
Embracing technological transformation
As part of our constant direction to bring innovative
and creative products and processes to our partners
and clients, SGEF relies on three IT centers based in
Paris (France), Bangalore (India) and Berlin (Digital
Factory - Germany) that work together in an agile mode.
Our objective is to bring continuous value based on a
plateform approach that enhances clients' experience
and digital journey. In this frame, we set up electronic
signature to adapt in a Covid-19 context to new
constraints and offer more flexibility.

Enhancing customer & staff experience
In the next months, we will continue to work on client
centricity and customer journey by improving the
digitalization of our end-to-end process. We believe
that the leasing sector will provide its customers with
personalized experience combining the best of digital
technology and human expertise.
We also want to invest in human capital to develop our
Great place to work ambition for our staff and new ways
of working with more Agile methods & empowerment.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L
PRESENCE
Societe Generale Equipment Finance is a leading partner for
manufacturers and vendors in Europe,
the Americas, Africa and Asia.
Beyond its own network, SGEF offers its products and solutions
through Societe Generale’s retail banking entities (Sogelease) and
through external retail banking partners with whom partnerships are
signed locally.
Our teams both centrally and locally offer a geographical diversity
across Europe and worldwide. It allows us to provide outstanding
local execution capabilities fully adjusted to the local needs of
our clients and partners, with strong global management for sake
of consistency and efficiency.
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STRONGER TOGETHER
ACROSS SGEF NETWORK
We all know that 2020 has been

•

dramatically different from what

across our wide geographical

especially Industry.

we have wished or even what we

footprint, supporting each other has

Thanks to this, our European

have expected. However, these

remained during the whole year to

network has performed extremely

challenging times have been a

leverage on experiences, share good

well in 2020. The Covid-19

great source of learning. If we had

practices and be as pragmatic and as

pandemics has presented new

one word to keep for this year, it

efficient as we could be, in this new

commercial opportunities and

would be partnership. Partnership

operating mode - mostly working

SGEF DNA, together with strong

has always been a key element

remotely - keeping on providing

positions, has allowed us to provide

of our DNA but 2020 has further

services and value to important

significant financing solutions

emphasized its core role to our

worldwide vendors operations in

to Technology, HealthCare,

company model.

multiple countries.

Agriculture, Industry, Handling and

•

•

Construction sectors.

Partnership of all kinds,

Partnership between countries

Partnership with clients, to

starting with strong cooperation

discuss their needs and explore

among the various teams, all aligned

the support we could grant. This

The business transformation that

to face the crisis from sales to back

also implied remaining close to the

started in 2018 has demonstrated

office teams, from legal, compliance

national leasing associations and

in the Covid-19 environment

to finance and IT, all looking into

government representatives.

the power of business model

the same direction with the same

•

diversification. While vendor

goal, supporting our clients and

partners, to support their sales and

programs continue to be the

partners. After a great start of the

convert frozen pipelines into funded

main origination model for these

year with strong activity in most

deals and recognized sales, but also

countries, significant steps have

countries and a limited impact of the

to confirm remarketing values of the

been taken in Benelux, Italy &

Covid crisis on Q1 results, we have

financed assets when repayment

Spain to work with local vendors

leveraged on the fact that our China

profiles are being deferred.

and with vendors distributing via

and Hong Kong teams had been

•

dealer networks. This has allowed

in crisis management mode much

partners, within SG group,

earlier than the European and North

especially in Czech Republic with the

American or Brazilian teams. This

close and strong cooperation with

early experience helped us to shelter

Komercni Banka and beyond SG with

the crisis and better prepare for its

external banking partners like in Italy

management.

or in Scandinavia. In that spirit, in

Partnership with vendor

Partnership with banking

October 2020, along with the sale of
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environment on other sectors,

our operations (SG Finans), we have

This year, SGEF has strongly

larger corporates, as observed

set up a very ambitious partnership

benefited from its sectorial mix

in several countries starting with

with Nordea Finance to continue

with a strong demand in the

France. Agriculture, Construction

to deliver financing solutions in

Technology sector due to the

and Material Handling resisted

Scandinavia, even adding Finland to

equipment needs for remote

very well in Germany and in the

the original geographical footprint.

working solutions but also with

UK. This trend has rebalanced the

a careful management of cash by

direct impact of the Covid pandemic

these countries to move into
sectors such as agriculture, small
ticket medical, transportation &
construction.
In Central Europe, we have
made major improvements in
terms of operational efficiency
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"Partnership has
always been a
core part of our
DNA."

with digitalization in Hungary

Technology segment and promising

and Switzerland, and successful

developments in Industry and

implementation of SGEF Germany

Healthcare which should further

portal - Gefa Connect - and

expand in 2021.

automated credit decisions

This year has pushed all of us to

for SGEF Austria, to be further

thoroughly think about what was

expanded in 2021. We have seen

really important to us, aligned with

further expansion of international

our values and aspirations. With

vendor programs, especially in

respect to SGEF, the ambitious CSR

Switzerland, and it will be one key

roadmap we had set at the end of

milestone of SGEF Poland roadmap

2019 has proven extremely inspiring

for 2021. SGEF CZ is fully aligned

and federating all the teams

to the ambitious plan of Komercni

around this common ambition. The

Banka for 2020-2025, especially on

crisis has underlined the strong

the CSR ambitions.

need for education, healthcare,

In Mainland China and Hong Kong,

environment protection and

SGEF has been diversifying its

energy transition and SGEF aspires

sectorial mix with new international

to be a leading player in this field.

vendors in Technology, Healthcare
and Transport.
The Americas Region both in the

walked the talk of being a solution

USA and in Brazil have booked a

provider beyond equipment finance

record year while expanding the

and to support the real economy

number of global vendor partners

in all our markets and sectors. We

it supports. In the USA, obviously,

have learnt so much on the depth

as in the other parts of the world,

and quality of our relationships

demand for IT financing solutions

with our clients and our partners,

has been extremely strong, but also

on the great dedication, expertise

in the other sectors. Construction

and engagement of our teams that

and Handling have been very

we will make sure that we leverage

active and once the supply and

on these key learning points going

delivery issues have been solved,

forward.

continued progress in expanding
its healthcare financing activity.
SGEF Brazil have registered
a record year thanks to the

N°1 in Europe (1)

SGEF NETWORK
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Poland
Slovakia
Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

New Business Volume

Austria
Belgium
Brazil
China / Mainland
& HongKong
Czech Republic
France
Germany
Hungary

Operating in more
(2)
than 35 countries

SOGELEASE
PRESENCE

EUR 23.7 bn (2)
Outstandings

EUR 9.8 bn (2)

We have happily let 2020 go. It has
been a difficult year but we have

Industry had a strong rebound and

KEY FIGURES

Florence Roussel Pollet
SGEF Chief Commercial Officer

1,400 (2)
Employees
(1) Equipment Finance & Automotive
(2) Including Sogelease activities at 31/12/2020
(3) SG CIB entity

Algeria
Cameroon
Congo
Chad
French overseas
Ghana
Guinea

Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Morocco
Romania
Russia
Senegal
Tunisia (3)

NORDEA
PARTNERSHIP

outstanding performance of the

Denmark
Finland
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Norway
Sweden
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VENDORS
L
A
P
O
R

O N G E V I
N D T R U
I L L A R S
U R V E N
E L A T I O

T Y
S T A R E
O F
D O R S
N S H I P S

SGEF is a worldwide leader and long-term partner for
Vendors, local & international manufacturers, and
distributors of professional equipment.
Thanks to our deep industry, product and asset knowledge,
in particular in the Transportation, Industrial Equipment,
Technology and Healthcare & Green Energy markets, we
are a key and reliable partner for more than 500 vendors,
especially worldwide leaders in their respective sectors.
To achieve strong results, SGEF and vendor partners
are committed through different types of cooperation
agreements.
This year, the crisis emphasized the importance of
having a wide geography coverage for our vendors
and consistency across geographies, while adequately
addressing the local markets specificities. Despite the
challenging operational conditions, SGEF has been able
to keep the same usual level of service in each country
whatever the situation was, capitalizing on geography
coverage, reactivity and mutual support.
For any question about Vendors programmes,
please contact florence.roussel-pollet@socgen.com
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& D I G I TA L
CITIZEN
COMMITMENT

SINCE ITS CREATION
IN 2006,
SOCIETE GENERALE
FOUNDATION HAS
supported 1,022 projects
impacted 450,000
beneficiaries
given 27,700 000 EUR
to charitable projects
been active in 33 countries

SGEF has been supporting Societe Generale
group initiatives whose main axis are
professional integration and integration
through education while organizing its own
actions throughout its network to support
local citizen initiatives.
Through Societe Generale Foundation and
locally, employees participate in various
actions: mentoring, solidarity days, Pro bono
days, financial education sessions, trainings,
Citizen Commitment Times, charity race,
clothes collection…

Beyond employee commitment, SGEF has
been active in social financing, especially in
the Covid context, accompanying numerous
educational projects (iPads/tablets/ IT
equipment financing for children in primary
schools…).
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A LEADERSHIP
ACKNOWLEDGED
BY THE INDUSTRY
IN 2020, WE HAVE RECEIVED
SEVERAL AWARDS AND
C E R T I F I C AT I O N S B Y T H E
INDUSTRY:
• EDITOR’S AWARD - LEASING LIFE
• #1 IN ASSET FINANCE EUROPE 50 RANKING* A S S E T F I N A N C E I N T E R N AT I O N A L
• B E S T L E A S I N G C O M PA N Y " E C C E L L E N Z A
D E L L'A N N O L E A S I N G " - L E F O N T I ( I TA LY )
• TOP EMPLOYER SMI SECTOR - FOCUS MAGAZINE
& KUNUNU (GERMANY)
* SGEF and ALD Automotive

Tour Granite

17, Cours Valmy - 92987 La Défense - FRANCE

equipmentfinance.societegenerale.com
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